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Marble Quarry SADAF 
 

Stone material: Marble 

Density: High 

Stone color: cream - beige 

Possibility  of sending  block in standard sizes for export 

Possibility of sending cut stone with export standards in export packs 

in slabs, tiles, and other sizes (50*50, 60*60, 80*80 and 30*60) and 

various types of steps. 

current capacity of mine: 300 tons a day, capable of being increased 

to 500 tons a day. 

This stone is suitable for facing in any size and decorative stone for 

facade. 

Price will be calculated and announced based on the highest quality in 

standard packs and export sorting as ordered, sizes and thicknesses. 

possibility of sending consignments as: FOB and ... 

.  



 
Quarry Production 

 

 Standard Block For Export 

 Slab 

 Tile & Cut To In Different Thickness  

Of 1, 2 , 3 , 4 cm  

 Cut Broken , Bush hammer ,Decorative , … 

 

 

Website:                            Www.Qasrstone.Com

Email:                                   Info@Qasrstone.Com 

          Ah.Esfahan@Gmail.Com

Sale's Manager:                  Sh.Arash.Esf@Gmail.Com

          +98 937 644 7375      

               +98 913 319 2944 

Tel/Fax:                         +98 313 339 3154-5 

Address:                            First Floor_ Gole Narges Commercial Building 

                                               Jami St _ Chahar Bagh-Paeen Ave _ Isfahan_Iran 

 

http://www.qasrstone.com/
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Qasr Stone Company Has Got 26 Years Experience In Building 

Stones And Trading To Different Countries As Turkey ,China , Iraq 

,Saudi Arabia , Russia ,Africa ,Lebanon And Etc…. 
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Industrial group of Qasr-e-sepahan Stone company in Isfahan, 

with a long history of building-stone production and 

implementation of major projects in this area, is proud to serve a 

great number of customers. 

 We manufacture a large number of building stones with 

excellent quality and very low price. 

 Having the required licenses and facilities necessary for 

exporting to other countries, Qasr-e-sepahan Stone company can 

deliver your favorite kinds of stone to you. 

 Our products are cheap, because we mine them from our own 

quarry and process them in our factory. 

 We also have a strong executive team and experienced 

engineers, so we are able to implement all the stonework with 

the best quality in the shortest time. 

 The contract we make would be efficiently guaranteed. 

  

 We hope to help you achieve your goals. 

 


